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‘For more than four decades, the Internet has grown and spread to an extent where today it is an 
indispensable element in the communication and media environment of many countries, and indeed 
of everyday life, culture and society’ (Brügger, Goggin, Milligan and Schafer, 2017: 1). So begins the 
introduction to the journal Internet Histories: Digital Technology, Culture and Society, launched in 
2017. The World Wide Web, which unlocked the full potential of the Internet, has been with us for 
nearly 30 years; and in October 2016 the Internet Archive celebrated 20 years of capturing, 
preserving and republishing the Web (Hanamura, 2016). These are pleasingly round figures, 
indicating the passage of substantial time and the relative maturity both of the Web itself and the 
processes that have evolved to ensure that it is archived for the benefit of researchers. But those 
same researchers, and historians in particular, remain largely oblivious to the richness of the 
archived Web as a primary source for the study of the recent past, if not oblivious to the very 
existence of Web archives.1 This chapter will examine the reasons for historians’ relative failure to 
engage with the archived Web, and suggest why it is critical for contemporary, political and digital 
historians at least to do so. It will go on to explore the changing relationship between archivists, 
librarians and historians, which is beginning to break down researchers’ reluctance to work with 
born-digital materials and big data. Finally, it will propose an exciting future for (digital) historical 
research, which employs a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches to recover the 
lives and voices of ordinary people. 
 
Historians and web archives 
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The Web, like the newspapers that it now incorporates, contains material of interest for every sub-
discipline of history – politics, sport, finance, culture, food, fashion, conflict are all present in infinite 
variety. Web archives, imperfect though they may be,2 reflect this range and diversity; there is 
something for everyone. But there are three (overlapping) groups for whom Web archives might be 
expected to hold immediate and particular interest: contemporary, political and digital historians. 
Why is there so little evidence that they are engaging with this new primary source, or indeed with a 




According to Kandiah (2008), ‘the aim of contemporary history is to conceptualise, contextualise and 
historicise – to explain – some aspect of the recent past or to provide a historical understanding of 
current trends or developments’. Web archives are an invaluable lens through which to study life in 
the developed West in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, but perhaps that past is still 
too recent, the digital apparently still too new. Weber (2017: 26) reports that ‘When I told people I 
was researching the history of the Web in early 1995, about half of them were amused: “But it’s too 
young to have a history!”’ The strong connection between the Web and journalism may also be a 
problem here. As Kandiah notes, ‘Critics of the discipline feared that contemporary history could … 
at best be nothing more than a form of journalism because its concerns were so closely rooted to 
the present’. In relation to Web archives, and the history of the Web, it is the desire to historicise 
that seems to be most dominant. A conference on ‘History and the Internet’ organised by History 
and Policy3 in December 2016, for example, included presentations on Domesday Book as big data 
and parliament and print culture in the seventeenth century, but only limited treatment of the 
Internet itself. For historians who approach the Web in this way it is not necessary to engage with its 
archives, although arguably to do so would enrich their understandings of our most recent 
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twentieth-century media revolution. It is to be hoped that this engagement will come with greater 
chronological distance, as the early technologies of the Internet become as unfamiliar as those of 




The question of how to work with born digital data is more pressing for political historians, some of 
whom, of course, would also think of themselves as working in the field of contemporary history. 
Governments have taken to the Web with marked enthusiasm and no little skill, as they seek to 
engage with, provide support for and learn more about their citizens. A 2016 United Nations report 
(p. 82), for example, identified the UK as world-leading in e-government, noting ‘a Whole-of-
Government approach in online service delivery’. Data portals like data.gov.uk, open.canada.ca and 
data.gouv.fr are increasingly making the workings of government transparent, but they serve as an 
early warning to political historians that they will have to change how they work. In the sphere of 
government, the adoption of digital means of communication, both internally and externally, has 
been definitive and startlingly quick. Political historians will soon have little choice but to seek 
information from Web archives because government plays out on the Web. They ‘will need to 
transpose their long-established disciplinary skills and instincts into a digital register: asking the 
usual critical questions about their source material – how it was produced and why it has survived – 
and establishing a deep and rich set of contexts through which to interpret it’ (McCarthy, 2016). 
 
For historians in both these and other fields, however, the key reason for failing to use Web archives 
is the requirement to develop new skills, or to refresh old ones.4 This was an important, if not 
unexpected, finding of the Big UK Domain Data for the Arts and Humanities (BUDDAH) research 
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project.5 The project case studies are revealing of the problems faced by researchers: ‘we do not 
have enough case studies or methodological literature to help us design this research (Millward, 
2015: 10); ‘Keyword full-text searching as the standard methodology needs to be critically 
reconsidered’ (Deswarte, 2015: 9); archived Web pages bring ‘the challenge of defining the 
analytical object itself’ (Huc-Hepher, 2015a: 8). Some of the missing skills are technical ones – 
manipulating and cleaning large quantities of data is much easier if you have an understanding of 
Regular Expressions,6 for example – but others relate to historians’ (in)ability to work with statistics, 
to undertake even the most basic quantitative analysis. A lack of statistical understanding impedes 
both analysis at scale and the sampling that might facilitate closer reading and micro-analysis. The 
turn away from quantitative methods and approaches that has characterised much recent historical 
research and training has left historians singularly ill-equipped to deal with increasingly vast Web 




If a dearth of appropriate skills, and skills training, is hindering many historians from studying Web 
history, or from adding Web archives to their basket of primary sources, one might assume that this 
would not be the case for our third group: digital historians. But until very recently, the focus of even 
digital history has lain elsewhere. This lack of attention is both striking and, in my view, surprising. 
Digital humanities ‘has its origins in the research carried out … in textually focused computing’; it has 
diversified admirably in the second decade of the 21st century, but as recently as 2004 there could 
be no argument that ‘it remains deeply interested in text’ (Schreibman, Siemens and Unsworth, 
2004). Web archives contain vast quantities of text, but they are far removed from a digital scholarly 
edition or a corpus prepared for linguistic analysis.8 Digital history, by contrast, has no such unifying 
thread. It encompasses GIS and approaches drawn from historical geography; significant elements of 
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public history, as exemplified by the work of the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media; 
scholarly editing and textual scholarship; economic and social research, influenced by social science 
methodologies; prosopographical, biographical and genealogical investigation; and so on. Its 
proponents are interested in digital pedagogy, in scholarly communication, in big and small data, 
micro- and macro-analysis. All of these approaches and interests may be brought to bear on the 
historical Web, yet digital historians have generally displayed the same ‘tepid interest’ in Web 
archives and Internet histories as other humanities researchers (Weber, 2017: 27). 
 
One explanation is that while digital history has embraced a range of historical sub-disciplines, and 
borrowed readily from cognate subjects like archaeology and historical geography, it has largely 
failed to take account of developments in two crucial areas: library, archive and information studies; 
and digital preservation. Libraries and archives have necessarily been at the forefront of Web 
archives research and practice: it is they who have been responsible for developing the tools and 
protocols to harvest the Web, for running Web crawls, for devising preservations tools and 
standards, for exploring how to document and search Web archives of varying size and scale. This is 
work that is discussed among the members of the International Internet Preservation Consortium 
(IIPC), but not among historians, digital or otherwise. Webster (2017) rightly notes that much of the 
debate about the impact of ‘the transition from paper to digital in records management and 
archiving … is to be found in the journals of the archival profession, into which historians rarely look’. 
The boundaries between digital history and digital preservation are even more clearly delineated; as 
with the conservation of books and manuscripts, digital preservation may only be noticed when it 
has failed in some way.9 The first reaction of a historian on seeing an archived Web page is more 
likely to be ‘Why are those images missing?’ than ‘How has so much of this page been successfully 
preserved?’ The narrative of the ‘digital dark age’, which sometimes seems ubiquitous in the 
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mainstream media, only persists because of a general lack of awareness of, and appreciation for, the 




But there are signs that this is beginning to change. In the UK, for example, the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council (AHRC) has funded two separate research networks which bring together 
historians, archivists, librarians and digital preservation specialists, among others, to discuss the 
challenges posed by collecting, preserving, publishing and using born-digital data of all kinds.10 The 
much larger European network RESAW (A Research infrastructure for the Study of Archive Web 
Materials)11 similarly includes both humanities researchers, including several historians, and 
representatives of memory institutions with a responsibility for archiving the Web. More events are 
being organised which offer something to multiple sectors. There has generally been very little 
exchange of ideas and personnel between the ‘Digital History’ and ‘Archives and society’ seminars 
hosted by the Institute of Historical Research in London, for example, but in January 2017 a joint 
seminar was organised on ‘Sensitivity review and digital records’ (Seles, 2017). In June 2017, RESAW 
and the IIPC collaborated to run a conference which considered ‘Researchers, practitioners and their 
use of the archived Web’, highlighting the value and importance of cross-sectoral conversations. The 
strict separation of spheres that has obtained for so long is beginning to break down in the face of 
the challenges posed by born-digital data, and nowhere is this more apparent than in relation to 
Web archives. 
 




If some historians are still prone to confuse Web archives with archives of historical data which 
happen to have been published on the Web – ‘archive’ is not a particularly helpful term here, as 
Brügger (2016) has discussed – it does seem as though a turning-point has been reached. It no 
longer seems entirely fanciful to argue that we are moving towards the promising future of this 
chapter’s title; a future in which many different types of historian, not just those with an interest in 
contemporary politics or digital methods, can integrate Web archives into their research. For most of 
those historians, early encounters with Web archives are likely to be mediated by archivists and 
librarians (another reason to ensure that disciplinary silos are breached). Given the scale of most 
Web archives,12 and the consequent limitations of keyword searching, curated special collections 
provide an easy and obvious route in to the data. They are also more likely to be openly available 
than the broad national crawls undertaken by libraries and archives on a statutory basis. 
 
To date, the British Library has published 45 special collections around themes which have been 
deemed ‘useful and interesting’ by curators.13 They immediately showcase both the chronological 
span of the archive and the range of human activity represented within it. One of the earliest special 
collections is concerned with the terrorist attacks that took place in London on 7 July 2005, which 
killed 52 people and injured more than 700; the most recent deals with the UK General Election of 
2015. A special collection capturing the 2016 EU Referendum debate is in preparation, and will soon 
be made available to researchers (Kunze, 2016). There is plenty of material here for political 
historians: a series of UK general elections from 2005 to 2015; the Scottish parliamentary election of 
2007 and the Scottish Independence Referendum of 2014; the London Mayoral election of 2008 
(although not those of 2012 or 2016); the European Parliament election of 2009; the Credit Crunch, 
2008-2010. Other areas of strength include sport (the Commonwealth Games held in Glasgow in 
2014, the London Olympic and Paralympic Games of 2012), anniversaries of national significance 
(the 200th anniversary of the birth of Charles Darwin, Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond Jubilee in 2012, 
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the centenary of the Easter Rising in 2016), health (collections dedicated to mental health, personal 
experiences of illness, the 2012 Health and Social Care Act and even pandemic influenza outbreaks 
since 2005) and religion (a general collection on religion, politics and law since 2005 and more 
specific ones concerned with the Quakers and the Free Churches). 
 
These special collections are enormously rich and diverse, but that very eclecticism poses something 
of a problem for Web history and historians. Why, for example, are there collections relating to 
Cornwall and Hampshire but to no other counties in the UK? What was it about the Cambridge 
Network, ‘a membership organisation based in the vibrant high technology cluster of Cambridge’, 
which led to its being singled out in this way? Why have 26 websites concerned with e-publishing 
trends been given special status alongside those dealing with national politics? Clearly, certain types 
of predictable event generate special collections in the Web archive – elections, anniversaries, major 
sporting occasions; other clusters are responses to the unexpected, to natural disasters like the 
Indian Ocean Tsunami in December 2004 or to terrorism. This latter trend is also apparent in the 
collections developed through Archive-It, which is described as ‘The leading web archiving service 
for collecting and accessing cultural heritage on the web’.14 Archive-It involves more than 400 
institutions in 16 countries who between them have curated more than 4000 special collections. Of 
these, 178 (4.25 per cent) are categorised as arising from ‘Spontaneous events’, and while the first 
collection on the list is an archive of the 100,000 Poets for Change website,15 many concern shocking 
and more or less unpredictable events, from the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing to Hurricane 
Katrina.16 Politics looms large too: for example, 412 collections (9.83 per cent) are categorised as 
relating to ‘Government’, and there are numerous smaller and perhaps overlapping clusters 




In both of these instances, the special collections serve an important role in illuminating the wider 
Web archives from which they are derived, respectively those of the British Library and the Internet 
Archive. They act as a shop window for archives that are challenging to encounter at scale, 
encouraging initial browsing which might then lead on to more in-depth analysis and research. This 
necessarily imbues them with an importance that may not always have been considered by those 
responsible for their creation. A particular collection almost certainly has enormous value for the 
curator(s), and for the many others who will explore it in years to come, but what does it say about 
the shape and significance of the wider Web archive? The British Library’s remit to preserve and 
make available the UK’s intellectual and cultural heritage is apparent in the Web archive collections 
that deal with significant and/or traumatic events, but others are suggestive of personal interest and 
enthusiasm or a serendipitous partnership.18 This is even more the case for Archive-It, where some 
collections have been curated in specific teaching contexts, for example.19 This is still an evolving 
landscape, and experimentation is entirely appropriate, but there is a risk that these early 
experiments may begin to ‘fix’ a particular view of Web archives and the kinds of historical research 
for which they are most suitable. This is particularly true if access to the larger archives remains 
restricted, for legal, technical or other reasons. The choices that are made now could resonate for 
decades to come, and some of the consequences might be unintended: as Schwartz and Cook (2002) 
note, ‘Archives – as records – wield power over the shape and direction of historical scholarship, 
collective memory, and national identity, over how we know ourselves as individuals, groups and 
societies’ (p. 2), and archivists have the power to shape how we access those records. 
 
The historian as archivist 
 
If librarians and archivists will play an important role in determining not just what is included in Web 
archives but how that archived material is used by historians, even the kinds of questions that they 
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will ask, there is also considerable scope for historians to take personal responsibility. Web archiving 
at scale is a highly technical process, requiring investment in expertise and equipment, but 
researchers can build their own collections. This tendency towards personal archiving has been 
present from the very earliest days of Web history. Brügger, for example, noted in 2010 that his 
personal Web archive ‘contains a substantial part of the Danish web activity in relation to the 
Olympic Games in 2000’ (p. 351). There are a number of options available to researchers who would 
like to assume some control over the archiving process. They might, for example, choose to 
collaborate with archivists and programmers, as described in Milligan, Ruest and St. Onge (2016); or 
they might investigate the various open-source Web archiving tools that have been developed, like 
Warcbase and Wget.20 Milligan in particular has shown what can be achieved when historians 
embrace these approaches and participate in the creation as well as the analysis of Web archives 
(2012; 2017). Both of these approaches to Web archiving, however, require a degree of technical 
expertise with which many historians are, and are likely to remain, uncomfortable. Fortunately, 
there are alternatives that do not involve such a steep technical learning curve, notably 
Webrecorder.21  
 
Webrecorder allows anyone ‘to create high fidelity, context rich and interactive archives of the 
dynamic web’ (Espenschied, 2016). The resulting collections of WARC files are not just personal but 
personalised: the pages are captured as the researcher moves through a website, keeping a record 
of her chosen pathway. This personalisation even extends to the faithful recording of the ‘logged-in’ 
experience on online social media. A shallow hierarchical structure is present in these archives, with 
‘sessions’ organised into collections, and simple descriptions can be added to aid future navigation 
and discoverability. All of this functionality is available in the browser, but the archived files can also 
be downloaded and replayed offline using a desktop app, the Webrecorder Player.22 This is a very 
different approach to Web archiving from the comprehensive full domain crawl undertaken by large 
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memory institutions, one which supports a micro-level approach both to the harvesting and study of 
the Web. Archiving a website of any size, for example that of a major public broadcaster, would be 
difficult and time-consuming using this method, with all links having to be followed to ensure their 
successful capture. The collections that can be created in this way will remain relatively small, and 
focused narrowly on a researcher’s interests and experiences. In some instances they will record and 
reflect her personal social and research networks online, providing some of the ethnographic 
context that is missing from the larger automated Web crawls. There are layers of interest and value 
in such archives, which can only be fully realised if they are shared, with other researchers and 
perhaps ultimately with libraries and archives. 
 
Capturing the voice of the individual 
 
This focus on the small, on the personal, is one possible future for Web history; and one which 
reflects growing interest in the value of digital storytelling (see, for example, Burgess, 2007; 
Coleborne and Bliss, 2011). Web archives, which record so many different voices, hold out the 
promise of a new golden age of history from below.23 It is not true to say that anyone can create 
online content which might find its way into a Web archive – certain groups are still privileged, 
depending on education, age, social class, geographical location, and so on24 – but there are 
unprecedented opportunities to self-publish, to comment on the publications of others. The sheer 
diversity of authors who may be represented in Web archives is highlighted by a Blogs special 
collection in the UK Web Archive: among the 763 blogs included, alongside those of politicians and 
protest groups, are ‘Alan in Belfast’, who writes about ‘cinema, books, technology, and the 
occasional rant about life’; ‘Nelly’s Garden’, which presents the thoughts of Nelly Culleybackey from 
County Antrim; and ‘Lizzy’s Literary Life’, ‘celebrating the pleasures of a 21st century bookworm’.25 
Ian Milligan’s work on the GeoCities archive has begun to recover the voices of the children who 
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were active participants in the early web, and specifically in the Enchanted Forest ‘neighbourhood’ 
(Milligan, 2017); Megan Dougherty has shone a spotlight on the brief flourishing of the subcultural 
Islamic punk movement in North America from the early 2000s (Dougherty, 2017); and Saskia Huc-
Hepher has explored the histories of French communities in London through their archived blogs 
(Huc-Hepher, 2015b). But this volume and variety poses challenges for historians. How do we make 
sure that we find individual voices among all the noise? How can we judge the significance of what 
they are saying when any and all points of view will have been captured, but we have little or no 
data indicative of circulation or popularity? 
 
Big history and the macroscope 
 
Alongside this renewed emphasis on close reading, the current abundance of digital data has led to 
calls for a return to ‘big’ history and the longue durée (Guldi and Armitage, 2014), for the adoption of 
the distant reading approach first proposed by Franco Moretti for the study of digitised literary 
corpora (Moretti, 2013). Graham, Milligan and Weingart, 2015 argues for historians to embrace big 
data – one chapter is even titled ‘The joys of big data for historians’. The authors are among an 
increasing number of historians to apply the concept of the macroscope (see, for example, Jockers, 
2013; Hitchcock, 2014), which ‘instead of allowing you to see things that are small or far away … 
makes it easier to grasp the incredibly large. It does so through a process of compression, by 
selectively reducing complexity until once-obscure patterns and relationships become clear’ 
(Graham, Milligan and Weingart, 2015: 15). This is a far more nuanced approach than Culturomics, 
which more or less completely failed to take account of humanities research practices and concerns 
(Michel et al., 2011). The proponents of the macro-historical are not suggesting that the micro-
historical should be abandoned in the face of the data deluge, rather that there is value in 
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considering both; and indeed the interactions between the two can produce new insights and 
interpretations. 
 
The small and the large: a question of scale 
 
As is so often the case, the most promising approaches for historical research in this field bring 
together the small and the large, ‘the general and the particular’ (Manovich, 2016). The challenge is 
for historians to find new ways of working without losing the emphasis on the individual that has 
long distinguished humanities research. Using the framework of cultural analytics, Lev Manovich 
proposes that ‘we may combine the concern of social science, and sciences in general, with the 
general and the regular, and the concern of humanities with individual and particular … analysing 
massive datasets to zoom in on the unique items’ (Manovich, 2016). Tim Hitchcock argues that, in 
contrast with ‘the categories of knowing that dominated the nineteenth and twentieth centuries’, 
born digital data, and Web archives in particular, provide ‘an opportunity to re-think what is 
possible, and to re-think what it is we are asking; how we might ask it, and to what purpose’; but 
while historians must ‘be able to wield the tools of large-scale visualization … we need to do so at 
the same time as we preserve the values and practices that underpin traditional academic history, 
while going beyond the standards of scholarship we have inherited’ (Hitchcock, 2015 and 2013: 20). 
 
A promising future? 
 
These are provocative calls to action, which speak to an exciting future for historical research – one 
which is predicated on the ever-increasing availability of digital sources and the development, and 
widespread adoption, of innovative digital methods that build on the best traditions of humanistic 
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exploration. It is, however, an exciting future that has been invoked before in the current life-cycle 
of digital history. A report on the impact of digital resources published in 2011, for example, 
considered whether ‘they simply make research easier, cheaper (to the researcher), more 
convenient, and less time consuming, or whether there is evidence that they open up new avenues 
for research’. The story here is one of enormous potential: researchers are perceived to be 
developing new methods and even theories, but ‘How these perceived changes result in new 
research questions across the humanities in the long run is still emerging’ (Meyer, 2011: 39). 
Perhaps it is unfair to consider sixteen years as ‘the long run’, but this description of humanities 
research, and digital history, would not seem out of place today. The promise of transformation is 
still tantalisingly there, but how close is it to being realised? 
 
Web archives, and other kinds of born-digital data, do bring the possibility of, and perhaps even 
necessitate, a radical reframing of digital history – through their scale, their heterogeneity, their 
complexity, their fragility. Some historians will undoubtedly continue to focus solely on the textual 
elements of the archived web, abstracting words from their rich digital context. But others will work 
with text, sound, and still and moving image in the round. In doing so they might engage with the 
history of art and design, media and communication studies, the history of technology, linguistics, 
film studies – and with other researchers in those fields. They might move across the boundaries of 
the (social) sciences, arts and humanities, learning new skills themselves or building partnerships. 
They might, as Marc Weber urges, turn their attention to the materiality of the web, learning from 
the work of museums.26 They might do some or all of these things in combination. And they might, 
by combining big data approaches with humanistic understandings, at last begin to develop 




It is vitally important that historians, digital or otherwise, should carve out a space for themselves in 
the study of both the live and the historical web, especially where these are conceived first and 
foremost as big data. The individual, the human, risks becoming lost in the face of arguments that 
‘Causality … is being knocked off its pedestal as the primary foundation of meaning. Big data 
turbocharges non-causal analyses, often replacing causal investigations’ (Mayer-Schönberger and 
Cukier, 2017: 66); or claims that ‘Culturomic results are a new type of evidence in the humanities’ 
(Michel et al., 2011: 181). Large-scale trends are, of course, enormously important to understand, as 
Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier demonstrate, but historians are very well placed to combine an 
appreciation of broader patterns and movements with a forensic understanding of the small-scale 
and the human – of ordinary lives not just data points. And the archives of the Web are a unique 
record of many millions of ordinary lives, alongside histories of celebrities, institutions and nations. 
As yet those archives remain largely unexplored, but there are many Web histories to be uncovered, 
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